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PART
DESCRIPTION NUMBER

QL2 Head (no screws or bracket) EV3063-32
OCS Cartridge (6 pack) EV9618-06
2K-Plus Cartridge (6 pack) EV9612-66
Mounting Screw EV3061-96
Star Washer EV3062-04
Mounting Bracket EV3055-34
Bracket Screw EV3062-03

The Everpure QL2-OCS and QL2-K Plus Water Filters
reduce chlorine taste and odor. The QL2-OCS and QL2-K
Plus also reduce dirt and rust, and inhibit the formation of
limescale which builds up on the brewer heating elements
and in the reservoir.

QL2-OCS Water Filter QL2K-Plus Water Filter

The following instructions provide for installation of a
QL2-OCS or QL2-K Plus filter regardless of whether or
not the brewer is already installed. The label on the
OCS and QL2-K Plus cartridges illustrates and explains
the procedure for cartridge insertion and removal from
the filter head. The filter cartridge should be placed into
the head after the system has been installed.

1. Install the QL2-OCS or QL2-K Plus as close to the
brewer as possible. Do not connect this filter to any
other equipment. Connect only to the cold water line
and do not expose it to high temperatures.

2. Select a location for the filter (nominally 4” x 4” x 13-1/2”
long including a 2-1/2” drop-down for cartridge
changes). Write the installation date and anticipated
cartridge replacement date in the space provided on
the cartridge label. The OCS and QL2-K Plus 
cartridges should be replaced every 12 months or
after 1,500 pots have been brewed, whichever
occurs first.

3. If required, shut off the incoming water supply and
relieve pressure in the tubing. Cut the tubing, 
allowing a 4” space for the filter installation between
the water supply and the brewer water inlet.

4. Install compression fittings into each port of the head.
Use a good grade of pipe dope or teflon tape on the
body threads. Do not overtighten the fittings.

5. Slide compression nuts up the tubing (threads toward
tubing ends). Slide a ferrule onto each tubing end
(brass for copper tubing, plastic for plastic tubing).
Insert a tube insert into plastic tubing.

6. Position the QL2 head assembly so that the arrow
shown on top of the head corresponds to the 
direction of water flow and attach the incoming cold
water supply to the inlet of the head.



FILTER SPECIFICATIONS

Rated Service Flow (intermittent): 0.5 gpm, (1.9 lpm)

Temperature: 35-100°F, (2-38°C).

Min./Max. Line Pressure: 10-125 psi (0.7-8.6 bar), 
non-shock. Protect from 
water hammer.

Capacity: 1500 gallons (5678 L)
For Cold Water Use Only.

This drinking water system must be maintained in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions, 
including the timely replacement of filter cartridges.

This product is intended for commercial use only.
Home or similar consumer use VOIDS THE WARRANTY.
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NSF's Certification Program
is accredited by the Dutch
Council for Accreditation
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ACCREDITED
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PROGRAM

NSF's Certification Program
is accredited by the American
National Standards Institute

ANSI/NSF 42
ANSI/NSF 53

System Tested and Certified by NSF
International against ANSI/NSF
Standard 42 and 53 for the reduction of:

Standard No. 42:  Aesthetic Effects
      Chemical Unit

Taste and Odor Reduction
Chlorine Reduction

      Mechanical Filtration Unit
Particulate Reduction, Class I:
99.9+% reduction of particles
one-half micron and larger in size

Standard No. 53:  Health Effects
      Mechanical Filtration Unit

Turbidity Reduction
Cyst Reduction
Asbestos Reduction

Validated by WQA according to ANSI/NSF 42 and
53 for the claims listed by NSF International.

Check for compliance with state and local laws and regulations.
Do not use with water that is microbiologically unsafe, or of unknown
quality without adequate disinfection before or after the system.
Systems certified for cyst reduction may be used on disinfected
waters that may contain filterable cysts.

7. Connect the filter outlet to the brewer water inlet
line. Use compression or flare fittings to make
water connections to the brewer.

8. Mount the head to the wall using the screws and
star washers provided.

9. Install the OCS or QL2-K Plus cartridge into the
head following the instructions on the cartridge
label.

10. Turn on the water and check for leaks.

11. NOTE: The OCS or QL2-K Plus cartridge
must be flushed before use by running water
through it at maximum flow for one minute on the
QL2-K Plus and three minutes on the OCS to
purge the cartridge of air and establish precoat.
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